August 28, 2020
Centennial, Colorado – The following email was sent directly to the residents of the following chapters:
Beta (Michigan), Beta Beta (Maryland), Beta Mu (FSU), Beta Delta (Michigan State), Beta Xi (Ohio State),
Delta Psi (California-Santa Barbara), Eta Omicron (Ohio University), Eta Xi (University of Florida) and Gamma
Chi (Texas State- San Marcos).
We hope that you are excited about living in the facility this upcoming year and reconnecting with
your Gamma Phi Beta sisters. Opening the facility for the fall term during a pandemic required a lot
of planning and preparing all while focusing on our residents’ health and wellness.
With the spread of COVID-19 through college campuses, Gamma Phi Beta members must be a
partner in helping to limit the spread. Effective immediately, all Gamma Phi Beta facilities will
require masks in common areas.
This includes masks in sitting rooms, lounges, study rooms, laundry rooms, craft rooms, TV rooms,
exercise rooms, chapter rooms, executive officer rooms, porches, dining rooms (except when
eating), bathrooms (except when showering or brushing your teeth), traveling in between any
room as well as exiting and entering the facility.
We also ask that you continue to review the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
guidelines, state guidelines, county guidelines and university recommendations/guidelines.
For questions, please email housing@gammaphibeta.org. Thank you for your cooperation in
limiting the spread of COVID-19 in your community.
Gamma Phi Beta’s Facilities Management Company (FMC) highly encourages Gamma Phi Beta local
affiliated housing corporations to open facilities this fall and to require masks in their facilities this fall.
For questions, please email housing@gammaphibeta.org.

The Gamma Phi Beta Facilities Management Company (FMC) is the international housing entity for Gamma
Phi Beta. The FMC was established in 2012 to support our ever-growing properties that are owned and/or
managed by the Sorority and affiliated house corporations. The FMC is overseen by the FMC Board of
Managers who are responsible for the strategic view of the company and to ensure we are providing safe,
inviting facilities for Gamma Phi Beta members. The primary function of the FMC is to house our collegiate
members and to support the mission and vision of the FMC and Sorority.

